
  EOS/ESD Association, Inc Logo Use Statement  
 EOS/ESD Association, Inc. Logo  
 This logo is used by EOS/ESD Association, Inc and accredited Local Chapters.  
 All other usage is prohibited.  

 
 
 

ESDA Channel Partner Logo  
This logo can be used by ESDA recognized channel partners to indicate their channel  
partner status. It cannot be used on a product or in any way that implies endorsement of  
a product, process, or service.  
 
ESDA Membership Logo  
This logo can be used by current ESDA members to indicate active individual  
membership. This right is in effect for the active membership period. It cannot be used  
on a corporate website or in any way which could imply corporate, product, process, or  
services endorsement.  
 
Facility Certification Logo  
Certification Body and Clients registered under a 20.20 certified system by an ESDA  
accredited certification body, are authorized to apply the Facility Certification logo, only on  
those client documents that relate to the registered system, and not on a product or in any  
way which could imply product, process, or services certification. This right is in effect from  
the date of certification, until the expiration date, and only so long as the client continues to  
operate in conformance to its certified system.  
 
ESDA Certified Professional-Program Manager Logo  
This logo can be used by ESDA Certified Professional Program Managers to indicate  
their certification status. It can not be used on a product or in any way which could  
imply product, process, or services certification. This right is in effect from the date of  
certification until expiration.  
 
ESDA Certified Professional-Device Design Logo  
This logo can be used by ESDA Certified Device Design Professionals to indicate  
their certification status. It can not be used on a product or in any way which could  
imply product, process, or services certification. This right is in effect from the date of  
certification until expiration.  
 
ESDA Certified Device Stress Testing Logo  
This logo can be used by ESDA Certified Device Stress Testing Professionals to  
indicate their certification status. It cannot be used on a product or in any way which  
could imply product, process, or services certification. This right is in effect from the  
date of certification until expiration.  
 
ESDA Certified TR53 Technician Logo  
This logo can be used by ESDA Certified TR53 Technicians to indicate their certification  
status. It cannot be used on a product or in any way which could imply product,  
process, or services certification. This right is in effect from the date of certification until  
expiration.  

 
ESDA Program Associate Certification Logo  
This logo can be used by ESDA Program Associate Certification Professionals to  
indicate their certification status. It can not be used on a product or in any way which  
could imply product, process, or services certification. This right is in effect from the  
date of certification until expiration.  
  



  
  EOS/ESD Association, Inc Logo Use Statement Continued 
  
 This logo is used by EOS/ESD Association, Inc and accredited Local Chapters.  
 All other usage is prohibited. 

 
 
ESDA Design Engineer Certification Logo  
This logo can be used by ESDA Design Engineer Certification Professionals to indicate their  
certification status. It can not be used on a product or in any way which could imply product,  
process, or services certification. This right is in effect from the date of certification until  
expiration.  
 
ESDA Certified Professional Instructor Certification Logo  
This logo can be used by ESDA Certified Professional Instructor Certification Professionals  
to indicate their certification status. It can not be used on a product or in any way which  
could imply product, process, or services certification. This right is in effect from the date of  
certification until expiration.    
 
ESDA Circuit Design Engineer Certification Logo  
This logo can be used by ESDA Circuit Design Engineer Certification Professionals to  
indicate their certification status. It can not be used on a product or in any way which could 
imply product, process, or services certification. This right is in effect from the date of  
certification until expiration.    
 
ESDA ESD Control Program Auditor Certification Logo  
This logo can be used by ESDA  ESD Control Program Auditor Certification Professionals  
to indicate their certification status. It can not be used on a product or in any way which  
could imply product, process, or services certification. This right is in effect from the date of
certification until expiration.             
 
ESD Association Web Link Logo  
This logo can be used on websites as a link to the ESD Association website. The logo can
not be placed by products or services, or in any way which could imply product, process, 
or services endorsement.  
   
 
ESDA Corporate Sponsor Logo  
This logo can be used by ESDA Corporate Sponsors to indicate their companysponsorship.  
This right is in effect for the period of their CorporateSponsor Program. It cannot be used in  
any way which could imply product, process or services endorsement.



 


